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the Invention The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for maintaining temperature
control with simultaneous good flame control. 2. Description of the Prior Art Where kerosene is used
as a fuel for an appliance, such as a barbecue grill, it is known that it is desirable to heat the fuel to a

steady high temperature for a prolonged period of time. This permits the fuel to be burned at the
required temperature for the duration of the heating procedure. In theory, the procedure is also

desirable for a simple reason--on the average, kerosene is less expensive than oil. In practice, there
are a number of obstacles to be overcome, the foremost being the difficulty of having control over

the temperature of the fuel. This is a problem that is of particular importance in the case of
kerosene, which has a tendency to vaporize, forming a liquid state which is dense and runs,

eventually covering the fuel and extinguishing the flame. A flame is not necessarily necessary for the
heating process, for the purpose of the device described can be to heat the substance to a slightly
higher temperature than it would normally attain without some type of heat source. Known devices

for maintaining the temperature of a substance suffer
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How to loop an object?

I'm trying to make a
game and need to loop
my object. var ball =

Object({ x: 0, y: 0, init:
function() { this.ball = {

x: 0, y: 0 } } draw:
function() { } }); Can I
do something like this:
for ( var ball in ball.ball)
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{ ball.draw() } Thanks A:
You can try this function
draw(){ for ( var i = 0; i
Q: Check if object has a

pointer-to-object method
I want to check whether
an object has a pointer-
to-object method. I am
not sure what the best
way is to do this, I want
to catch all the cases

that a method is defined
as a pointer-to-object
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method. I want to avoid
compiler warnings, so,

please, don't suggest to
use void* or any other

hack. EDIT: My question
is what the best way to
do this is in c++11 or

c++14 A: Try this:
#include template void

check(T* obj) {
constexpr bool

has_pointer_to_object =
std::is_same::value; stati
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c_assert(has_pointer_to_
object ||

std::is_same>::value, ""
6d1f23a050
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